
Bath salt gift idea
Instructions No. 1523

Difficulty: Beginner

Nothing is as difficult and personal as giving. Self made Bath salts does not look only great but is also a particularly loving
gift for the "wellness oasis".

Bath salts in small miniature bottles
First, the Bath salts is mixed with Soap colour and scent in a small container. The bottles are filled with it and then decorated 

Loving labels are created by stamping photo cardboard or Coloured paper with a personal message, then punching out and
punching a hole. A Jute ribbon is wrapped around the bottles, knotted, both threads are passed over the cork as a closure,
pulled through the hole of the self-made labels and fixed with a pretty bow

Decorative Gift wrapping
Matching the Bath salts , a chip box is made with Napkin technique as Gift wrapping . The box is primed with Handicraft paint
, the napkin motif is cut out of Napkin and then applied to the box with Napkin glue . A Jute ribbon fits very well as decoration
and to close the box.

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/french-bath-salts-a57820/


The choice of the personal message
The variety of beautiful stamps allows you to personalize paper labels.

Little effort - great effect
The small bottles can be designed in different colours. They are a great souvenir for everyone.



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

667791 VBS Wooden chip box "Shapes", set of 6 1

704960 VBS Cardboard block 1

506557-05 Soap colour, 10mlLavender 1

506564-09 Scent oil, 10 mlLavender 1

560085-08 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlLavender 1
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